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.ABSTRACT

i The concern with coapetency-based ducation is net.
whether it
any different from the_ lore 'tradition
approaches but.whether it is earth the° considerable effort it invol
There are
several aspect ! of a coapetencr,based program to be colas ered in::its
evaluation. Th first is .whether or not there s'a justifia le need
for the ispecified competency. SecAndly, the oar et, if any, mustidentified. The-testing of the program or specific coapetency aust-be
Considered,to. assure that the test population is comparable to tike
populAtion f for which _the; prograa is to be used. The progxam should be
coupefed for effectivenets to the alternatives on -the- educatiopal
naiket. It,aest be tested over an extended .period of tile to
deteraine its long-range impact. An eveluator of coapetency-based
programs aust..also, determine if
are any undesirable, side
--effectsof the program' and whether the p;ocess itself -has any
damaging dttributes. It
also _necessary to detereine- whether tiepositive results of a field test are actually due to, the progiaa or
to sone outside "factor. After evaluation. of all the aspects of the
program' and itii-develepaent, the program as a whole must be
considered in light of its cost to -see if it is a cost efpeCtiveiaprovenent- for the schools. OINDi
.
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EVALUATING PROGRAM EFFECTIVENESS
or, If the program is carpetency-based,
the evaluation is costing so nu6h?.

Introduction
/

A CB program is presumably thoroughly developed by the time it is in Rill/

scale operation, which presumably means that it gets its graduates up to design
level of quality and quantity of achievements.

(1.4.7e pass lightly over the fact that

it may do this by lowering the design level in the light of realistic field trials.)
:61Ae at last, one feels--or is it just that one hopes?--is a program that knows

Here Oe have laid to rest the misleading

what it does and says what it knows.

advertising of inflated phrases and vague promises that pervade traditional
eduCation catalogues.

Apart from the moral and scientific charms of the CB approach long extolled
in' prose and poetry (somehow the poetry seems to creep balk into the catalog&

there does seem to be at least One obvioUs pectniary advantage about thiS
innovation,. namely the elimination of any need for fancy. evaluation.

CBE, the honest fellow, wears his-Or isvit her -- credentials on itssleever
need to embellishment.

They

/

I wish I could add to you

enjoymen=ti of thiS evening's banquet by

encouraging you.to believe that the CB4path is indeed-rewarded in this way, but
I propose instead to contribute to indigestion by stressing
.

that the direct

.

cost and quality of evaluation in CB programs that I'knOWabout is.noteven .in the

NoteI hasten to add, that.this puts it in a poor.

baillArk for adequacy.
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position

compared to most educational Programs.

While it is true that.the CB

o

approach offers the possibility of a modest saving in one dimension of evaluation,

this saving is usually not realized or not realized fully and CB evaluation
desiglGtDo often leave unanswered several fundamental questions about theAmerit
of the program.

My chief interest this evening is to outline the basic features

of a satisfactory evaluation design.

To ensure a sweet aftertaste to this rather .bitter post - coffee cordial,, I

shall add a word.or two about the cost. of evaluatiOn

,

directed to,the thesis

that the median net cost, to fche appropriate agency, of a thorough evaluation,
is. negative.

2The Main Problem
,

The main problem with the CB 'movement'

as I see it today,,is not --as

thesideline cynics are always saying about innovations- -that it does the same
old things and just gives them a different-name.

There really is a different

,

orientation and a different methodolOgy as well .as a different vocabulary.

The

point can be quite well-illustrated by reading the program for this meeting.
It evidences no mere rechristening actiVity,, but an effort by many participants--

to focus and explain their ainamore clearly an effort that definitely affects
.

g.

the content of at least some of the presentations.

The main problem, however, is still something pretty simple.
problem, whether the total effect of the new orientation

worth the very considerable effort it has involved

It is the

/aMethodology is

especially in light of the

,dubious justificatiOn of many of the-competencies aimed at.

The aim, may well

be successful, but/tt's-llot/at allclear if 'was sensible.
/
do'

The analo7y with the behavioural objectives and criterion-referenced
testing

as I travel around the

ir''"EaTaKally 'springs- .to mind,

major mevrpolitan school'districts talking to school principals and district
or state staff, Itbelieve I have noticed a steady deterioratial in the
interest in what I call the credentialling of objectives or criteria at the
expense of a pro forma interest in BOs or criteria as such, or perhaps an interest
in them for what they contribute to'conceptualizing the educational activity,
.

whetther planning,

.

(Cf. also,programming of texts)

performing, or reporting it
I

CB

Precisely the same problem-- as is no_doubt obvious to most of you- -faces the
rmvement.
,d/
I began with a no-nonsense orientation towards pragpatic teaching

But pretty soon we begin to find
identification as an
.orig
indubitable necessit
that the concept of a competency floats free of 'the
and evaluation, w th emphasis on pay-off skills.

4

for satisfactory job - performance, andis.taken to include all sorts of. juggling acts
-t

that someone or other has taken a fancy to.

these'ae mere process competencies, and

.efforts to dissenanate them in the absence of 'proof that they're important for
pay-off perforirance represent exactly the

of faddist, ill-grounded approach

which the CB orientation was instigated to avoid.. Only an uncompromising commitment
to systematic and co4prehensive evaluation of each program can avoid this kind of

rot from undermining what could provide the fbundations of a betterapproach to
teacheer education and to many other kinds of education.

I'm delighted to see
fr

concern With thi'S point in soma speaker summaries, e.g. 14. L. Gage's
f'
t
reference to the need for establishing desirability in teacher behaviour:" It's
symptoms C

: equally conspicuo

by its absence in many otherlstmalyies.

Perhaps that's,

B

just because'they
3.

summaries; we shall all find out soon.

The Basic Requirements for Good Evaluation

Let ma try to provide, in checklist formi and ad concisely

possible, an

outline of the points that must be covered\am the evalu-ition of a competencybased teacher education prognam.

They derive from a general checklist which

was originally developed for the evaluation o educational products, bUt,which
.has since been expanded to apply to programs.anc projects, (as well as to evaluatOrs

and propo

s, etc.).

This presentation willoavoi the illustrative but slightly

irresponsible anecdotes used in the Houston talk, where we were facing all the

problems of after-dinner speeches, and'ir will omit
whi.Ch are required in order to implement.a che

e details of rating scales,
ist evaluation in practice..
1

The intention is simply-to pl4y out the many- dimension which have to bee*plored.,,
in the course of evaluation, and which are not'Met by .t e mere waving of.the magic

wand on which are inscribed the words "competency-based".

3.1 'Need

first question, of course
'

is the one that I,mentioned a little earlier--the

question of the justification for this particular competency set ofccmpetencies,
programs committed to teaching us this set of competencies, et .
1

(For convenience,

.

foals on a component of-a CET project, which is\devoted t teaching a particular
competendy.)

The probieM-of credentialling any successful training. program is

essentiallY the problem of hoOking up its products o a needs assessment.

.Can we

show that the need in question, is a real need? Need assessments are typically
done in two completely spurious ways; either by using\standardized tests and
assuming that short falls on these tests represent need, or by doing a survey of

the population that will bp affected ,(or that is thou t to be the population that
will be affected) by the training program.

The defici

Cies with each shbuld be

,

obvious,,although both are provided

as

examples in

in whole or in part to program evaluation.

performing at

devoted

There is no need in the 'world to

norm level on any standardized test.

any need to be performing at

current -textbooks

norm level on

Se

For that matter, there isn't

any criterion-referenced test, unle ss

the criterion can be demonstrated to concern, e.g.

survival or ability to cope

with further experiences that will be leading ore .towards an. adequate collection

of survival skills ,_or-etc.' Given'the differentials in rates and directions of
ratura..tion, 'it really wouldn't make' much sense to say that somebod- y had a need to
1--perforM at--norm level

(mastery

level) even On' a criterion-referenced

survival-

connected curriculum except at the exit test.

The deficiencies in the Usual

survey approach are

equallSr serious.

People are

very, poor judges of what they really need (as opposed to...what they want) where the

issues,they are passing
or novel.

judgment on are

either technical or complex or emotional

Since most of the areas where

meek not just one but all
guides.to need.

the

surveys are taken 'concern issues that

of these conditions they are staggeringly unreliable

I'm not suggesting for one moment that there is some omniscient

entity -around Who can

simPly

and reliably identify the "true needs" of populations
.

of people-.

People may wEI..1-be:-...the best judge; but that doesn't .mean that they're..

the best judge in the short run, when uninformed about the issue, and when-torn
by conflicting concerns over it,

There are of course areas in teacher education

where these problems are not serious; but if you start lookirig into the question
.

of values clarification in social

studies

curricula, citizenship education, sex
-

education, propaganda analysis, ecology, race relations, career choice, sex role,
and a dozen other examples from the everyday activities of teachers in the school

classrooms of 1974, then yOu Can readily see'thatthe survey approach to needs
assessment is likely to be unreliable.

I'm not here to offer solutions--a solution

to this problem requires some specification of the exact version of the problei
that is facing one at the particular moment--but only to indicate the nature
and dime signs of the problem, and I'll'leave this point with the single thought,

that nepds assessments of suitable degrees of reliability can indeed usually be
Oone, but it takes a lot of work and thought to do it

3:2

Market

What is needed is often unmarketable, and whatis marketable is often nct needed;
once the distinction has been reoognized,,it's clear that we-have to investigate
market separately from need, or else we will,be left with a training program for
which the'development money will have been wasted, Since it Cannot be disseminated
Ti.o any significant.number of the centers.

NIE is in the process of rethinking its

comxitments in the direction of dissemination, and this is a most welcome move

.

since there liras been a long tradition of assuming that dissemination will take,

care of itself, an assumption which shows an optillistic rather than a realistic
natUre,

erformance Data--True Fiad Trials?.

,

Do we have a training progi-am that really can deliver the promised competencies?.

Often we have one that has operated very successfully in, an "intensive care

sitLation, guided by-the inventor's hands andenthusiasm, but never tested out
in the field, where it's ,got, to sink or swim by itself.

Where there have been
_

field trials, they've often been semi-subsidized. with materials or assistance

provided free of charge and that welcome littlesfeelingpf being part of the

-7.-

in-group being supplied without"any charge at all.

As,'Ithg as you can coast along

.

on the :-Iawthorneeffect thatidllwork splendidly; but it's a disservice to everybody
to-suppose.that,you can disregard the extent to which you owe your.. success to that

handy litZle:thoster.

3. Performance Data--True Consumers?
Who have we looked at as thelimpatted iopulation .Corour,little educational package?
Obviously, its primer) impact (chronologically, at least) is on the teacher trainees
.

who are going through the programs.

A good evaluation doesn't rest on its laurels

after looking at the first contact.

After all, The justification of this little

ri.odule is meant to lie, not in its beneficial effects on teachers, but in. their
b-_neficia: effects on their students.

;..'e Tlestionof.whether we

So we normally' would need to look into

nave data on the eventual student effects.

The:midelling

ripples do not cease at that point, however; do we have data on impact on future
employers?

What aboutlimpaCton-taxPayers?, what about impact

acz::.Vities of the first level, of students, i.e.

,

on

other learning

the teacher trainees?

What

about special demands placid .on the trainers themselves-,-have we investigated
)

them as an impacted audience?
than mast evaluations suggest.

lhe real consumers are a much less elite group

And the news

from the distant shores to which

the effects finally spread is often not as good as tithe news from the points close

to the point of first impact.

3.5 %rformsnce DataCritical.CorMpeti:tors.
.,

Useful evalUation is always--iMplicitly or Ocplicitly-'-comparative.

The reai..,

.

'qUestion fdr.the,person Who is thinking aboi.t adoptingOr purdhasing a Competendy-

-8based program is whether it is better than alternatives,

of whether it 'is better
11

than nothing at441:-.----Hence,. the.evaluator sets 'up., or eXploredER;C:i..far.evidence

about critical competitOrs,.. The Choice is 'not between nothing:. at all, but

betwenactUal carpeting products or programs.

So,-thedhoice is between a competency-based program and an existing program, or
between the competency -based prognam and an alternative/innovative:program, e.g.

apprenticeship systems with on-site workshops,'etc.

k

Now, in the vanguard of new movements, there is always considera4le resistance to
having a new movement compared to the old one

The avant garde of 'the new curricula

projects of the last decade were always talking about how inappropriate it was
to compare them with the old ones.

The legitimate part of this /point was that it

would have been unfair to conpare them with the old ones, using only_ the. old ones'

criteria for the standards of comparison.

Eowever, it's not at all inappropriate

to cr.Alpare.the new end the Fold on standards that embrace the best-points of each

It is a matter of considerable significance;to discover that Japanese children out-

perform their American age-peers both on the Japanese curricul
American curriculum tests.

Whatever the'explanation of this is,

tests and on the

d it isn't

.

necesgarily a sign of the failure of the American school, the eval for is making
an extremely'useful.contribution wnen ne.ors she identifies this diff rence.

Now

you can:-., t your life that competency-based'approaches always have bee .compared

to traditional approadhes on at least one dimension -namely, coSt.

And thefact

is.that it's Compared on,a great many other dimensions too; the.extent of

sruptio5..
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insulation'move
opposition by staff, e;tc., etc. _It's a nice, comfortable little
But it's totally,

to suggest that the new is only to be evaluated on its'own -terns.

economists to discover

unrealistic, and it's illegitimate. .It took many years

refrigerators embraced not
thatto their embarrassmenta competitive market for
only refrigerators but dishwashers and electric stoves.

That is, therational

purchase of a new
consumer quite properly (and 'not irratrionally) weighs the
appliance against the ,purchase of other possible new appliances.

the

It has to earn its spurs;, in the free-for-ell

,is with/competencyrbased.. pproacn.

of the educational.marketplaCe

Well so it

not:in,sOme'seqUestered cloister.

-Term

3.6 Performance Data-

We're very inclined to suppose th t the termination of treatment is the appropriate
tment; and we thereby confuse logistical simplicity

time to measure the effects of

with methodological propriety." ,t,s exceedingly inconvenient to have to segregate
'\

to.act as if
funds for use in long-term funds; but it's exceedingly unreliable
somehow the results of 'such a follow -up' will automatically bte Ittoisameiat the

results of an evaluation at. the termination of treatment.

3.7

Performance Data--Side .Effects
/far side effects?

sophisticated s
::as there been, a systematic, scientific, and

of view of the ev luator
It has to be borne in mind that from the point

the goals

-

importance.
of the program are really not a matter of great
o

N

(

They

the fun
interesting for the archivist, for the developer, and for

e certainly
g agency.

the:prograMactually did,-jutted by its
But what interests an evaluator is what
.

.

r

population.
congruence With'themeeds of the impacted

mudh.whether what it did was what it meant to do

Mhtter

It doesn't real

whether-it failed t
6

do what

it meant .to clO; but did .sompthing else instead, etc.

.etc.

.It's up

to

the

evaluator to find out exactly what it did, and of course this means a great
dr al'of fishing liziurky waters where no guidance is provided by reference to
goals statements.

The search is not altogether without its own attractions; for

the. murky waters of goal statements, frequently inconsistent or incompatible with
1.1-1e

goal statements of others associated with the project, or out of date, or

'based on factually false assumptions, etc., are by no means obviously more

attractive than those wherein side effects lurk.

3.8U Performance Dat --Process
It's quite wrong 'to use process as a reliable guide to outcome, but that doesn't

mean that there aren't legitimate reasons for inspecting process in the course of

evaluation. Four reasons are
a)

tioned here:

the search, for inj

WhateVer the outomes, there are certain

tice.

types of procedure that are inappropriate for roral reasons, and inspection of,

procssmust be made

to

see whe

el: excess cruelty, inequitable .mqthods of grading,'

..

'

\etc.', ac

importa;.:e...
I

'b)

the Search, for joy.

in the learning experience.

/

The second question is whether there is pleasure

There are other reasons for trying to make learning

enjoyable, namely, that to do so irlikely to increase the probability of learning
/

\

taking place.

1

But if all else fails, if learning gains are negi.ble and if the cost

is comparable,

then we might as well take account of the qUestion df whether the

babies enjoy baby-sitting of type 1 more than they do type 2.
is a secoindary

education

has

end

of education (be.cause

sOMs OVerwhelMingiy.powerful

I'd say that joy

t's joy you want, then for bost people

critical

competitors), but that doesn't

mean it Shouldntt:be an aim.
c)

characteri-Zation of the process.

ing to'havei

to label .the

package that

When the'evaluation

is

4

done, somebody-

'was eValuated: 9f course :it had a label/

/

.

when'it arrived at the
evaluator'aqdoorstep, but 'that label
0
4.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

_

.
/

.

.

is

aS.Often as not

.

.

'extremely misleading;. and:one of the tasks of the evaluator is to decide.whether

a,

this indeed deserves the title of "competenCY=r;aStd" trainir4-gornOt.
'(d)

causation.

',Inspection of process often-providei.yaludble-clue

'to -determine the responsible agent for any ChangeS.that are observed.
it pay be necessary for you' .to inspect process in order to-

settle

the 'question

Of.iahether-tthe alleged. cause was the real cause of the dhanges,'in
-

\

In particular,

situations ,where

1

r1

.

`N

and baseline data are impOsible.,

control

:

I
/\

3.9

Performance beta - -Causation

Expandineon the last thought of the previous subsection, we have to face the fact that
almost ev4j evaluation constitutes.an'investi -tidh,of a causal claim, i.e., the
claim Thafi.suchLand-suCh a procedure had su

-and-such (allegedly beneficial) effects.

Is
/6":ie'cl: the reasons why` evaluation research is by no means an easy type of, research./

Quite.often in teacher education,-the amount of learning that` takes place from peers

is distL.otly comparable to that which occprs from the training process itself;
and the sale, applies to "natural"-Iearnipgfram field eXperiences as oppOsed to
the contribution of the dupervisor.'
0

3.10

PerfOrmance DataStatistical Significance

It IS scarcely, necessary to mention tray eva/uati n frequently requires some
rafrer elaborate statistical investigations, in order to'deteriline the True
t

significance of an apparent effect;- orindeed in order to identify any effect

-123.11
'

When we are

in

Educatio.-421. Sionificance

possession of reports on ,..sne first ten checkpoints,

to %tie thern.together

we are in a

Rosition

come up with a conclusion. about^ educational signifiCance.

and

,

All too often, educational 'siglificance is identified with statistical sigpificance
;

of

diffe-renbe between the tree:LT:ant group and the control group.

th<ict: differende' May be due

to

Silt

of course

the: use of aNary larg number of, ubjects (which
...
3

Z,.

a dozen othqk causes, nthe of

riagnifies- trivial, effeb4s), to anyalici.tests, or

.

Checkpoint 11 is thus a summing-up

wnich `represent any -contribution to education.
1

cheickpoint, wher;?.., tthe results of detailed item analysis may:come

°., zigations of
4#

instrument reliability may come in, and

o-refer back-to one's needs assessment data, in the light
s...Y

it is frequently' necessary

of, one's

product,

in

to see whether

fact the product

as

it

turns

Where the product--

out -as be really, meets, the need that it was supposed to meet.

a

S

refined
.

t

c.-aracte.rization o-E the

as ilk our case--is

inves''

.3

t

11'

where

in, where

this kind of worrytranslates

competency-based

itself into worries about whether one can view. the little skill that was acquired
.as generaliza)ole to

the many other similar skills that will be

needed in the.

\

classroom.
3.12 , Cost Effectiveness

We now have to look into questions of cost
is

indeed.

The use Of a C.P.A,t,

enough;' we usually have
.of,.School, economics;

bOokkeeping

used

to

and

is

and a very Complicated business

the use of an

not enough

\

with

on

flow,iand

the field

.

and tertiary

levels..

the

-the- peal

rL-unity,

other costs. and

,
--..--____.
.
alyses, then we can combine them
------

the discounted cash

in

special expertise in the various..-types of

by schools at,primary, seconc:lary.7 ,

When we --have adequate data

economist is not

use an economist with special expertise

a.C.p.A.

that

the direct and

'

,

indirect,

,

- ... .. ..

-13-

-

,....,,

with:the results-of,cheCkppint it to yield either a cost=benefit_analysig
' i

(at.1east) or a cost- effectiveness-analysis -kin most cases where we find

reasonably. simple dimensionirOis possible.

3.13

Continuing Support

_ -

This is a funny little item, as Wits its number and its location on the
drecklist. But ,it's- something- of the sting ir. the tail of the /checklist

./

(
.

:

....

too.

=.7

It concerns hequestion,5of avoiding orphan, and When we start:loOking at orphans
'

in the educatlonal marketplace, we are much,struck by the fact that the little
entities that everybody wanted to be heir apparents to on one day are often'
/
.'

C.".

.

.

entirely orphaned the next. 'Faddism is the great enemy of educational progress.; -and in, order to avoid faddisin, we need, in the course of a 'serious evaluation,
.

.

....1 ..1.........,..--., ..e. +........,....

to lbok at the quest-ion of sudtained'supportand improvement in a given educational
.1

program, project, 'or product.
,

Will SCHy-stop manufacturing video cassette recorders

..

\

in the near future, just after we've -o=chased a set of them for the school?
i,

Will,
,i e

the behavioral objectives movement indeed be steadily amplifying the libraries of',_
,

instructional objectii/es after we convert to-a commitment to behavioral objectives?

Will there be,programmedtexts that the students can use onde they're throUgh this:
set of programmed tets,:or will'they bePilogramMed'orPhans?: Will the competency-

based mbveMent,follow through? Theeva.WatorhastO investigate such questions. .

SpecificPrOblem of TeacherEvaitaTE-ion
I will simply mention

the fact

i

that, apart from the PrOblem Of evaluating competency-

'.'-..1)ased teacher education, there,is also the problem oevaluating the problem of

'evaluating-the products of-CHISpiognams,.naltely*,campetency-trained teachers::
e

liere-we run into'a nuMber of other quite differetit probleMs for.the evaluator.
.

How do you get.frawa conclusion .about'-the,,verit_fcgithe impacted population

of having competency7based teachers to the merit Ofan individual teaCher? 'There
is no easy path.

Even.such,simple questions as how one gets from competency - mastery

jt:dgmer°.ts (which one makes in the 'course ofrsupe'rvising the trainees). to cpmpetencY-

.exerc,iseconcluSions (Which is what one needs in order to be surethat his competencies.
0

will be used in theplassroom)? ..Tames PophaM has clearly stressed the important°
distinction. between competency - based apppoadnes tcyprogram evaluation and
competency-based.approadhdt to individual teacher evaluation;.! given the present

instability of data on competenCy'of teachers as individuals, we by no means
have -co.-throw up our hands about the possibility of evaluating training prograns

usag competency-based tests.

Again, there is the question of whether We'are

goirig to evaluate teachers for minimum competencAor for purposes of developing a
one could rely for, e.e.,.placing a specialist.- -The

competency profile on

forcer is in much abetter shape, as the evaluation art stands, than the latter.

In short, while the competency-based approach offers us considerable opportunities

for improving the present state of teacher evaluation this mainly shows that
the present state of teacher evaluation is in-vary bad shape, not that the
competency-based approach is-without its own problems.

5.

Cost-l-ree Evaluation
_

: promised to aad a little touch of good news to the and of .this list of worries,

and 1 wish there were time to develop the-good news at comparable length!

But

can at least explain the general thesis that I wantt, to propoSe, even if I can't

get into details about ihe exact.re4sons for believing it to be true.

The general"thesis
done:

It

is thatthe

costing of evaluation itself is usually incorrectly

usuiP, 1 y -seen, as a cost on the .books of

either an

agency or.a grpject

e

7

or perhaps a. School district, and the entry there reflects,. the fact that somebody

has to make out a check to pay the. evaluator.

Whattmiesn'tkshow up there'isthe

hidden side of-the ledger, namely, the returns from the evaluation. .Exactlythe
same point can be made about, a fire departaTent.

If you ask the mayor of a .city

what the cost of the fire department is, then he or she is Itkely to reply by.
.Irentioning the figure that represents the amount of money paid over by the City

Of course, the fire department

Treasurer into the fire department account each year
isn't just a cost.

The department's existence is what keeps insurance rates down

The department's/existence is ttchat keePs the death rate and property,

in the city.

damage rate dawn in, the city.

The returns from those activities,of the department

'hve .to be taken into account in a correct set-of social books. The Sate is true.
of evaluation.

EvalUation is not a tack-on luxury, stuffed dOwn ourthrOats by

external agencies.

It is what it takes to determine the.quality of one's own

worst.' Without effective evaluation, there can beno knowledge that what has been

done has been worthwhile.

If, therefore, one's commitment is to worthwhile

activity, then one is necessarily committed to substantial evaluation. ,Naa,
if we start drawing up a set of social
evaluation is frequently resPonsible

books 'then we have to recognize that
for terminating projects that are not

worthwhile; and it is sometiMes responsible for increasing the amounts of
resources that are put into other projects of exceptional promise, thereby getting
them beyond the threshold of very,large scale payoffs.
i

-

should not represent a net c st to

a

in short

community, such, as the teacher educators.
.

..;,

'

\I
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I won't

Evaluation

that bad evalu Lion don't cost more than'they should; by my standards,

that's an excellent ground fior saying thatthey're bad;'inCe t ey fail to outperform a critical competitor.

I only say that a good evaluati n is not only a

good investment but the only means wherSby you can recognize whether.youranvestment
So, if I have presented a rather depressing list of activities that
i
are involved in satisfactory evaluation and that are not taken O:areoof.by the 'rove:is good or not.

1
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to co :.decency -based approaches, I have

least provided some kind of a sugar

coating for 'te pill that Ilam suggesting; one has to sWallowl.

6.

Conclusion

Competency-basedevaluation,is a means to-the endsof education.

Whether it

becomes one more 'semantic tombstone -in the .datritary of educational fads depends

entirely on two issues; first, whether we can keep. our eye on ,Quality and quality
.

.

control, and meetthe standards of quality, not mere popularity; second, whether'
we can act like rational users or consumers. and adopt on the basis of merit.

r.

